CALL FOR NOMINATIONS – Please Respond
Outstanding High School Physics Teacher Award

Each year at its spring meeting the Mississippi Association of Physicists presents a certificate and a cash award of $100.00 to a Mississippi high school teacher chosen for outstanding accomplishments in physics teaching. To be considered for the award, a deserving teacher must first be nominated by a student, a colleague, a principal, a parent – anyone including the teacher. Nominations are reviewed and researched by a MAP committee established for this purpose.

In addition to this form, the nomination should be supported with a profile from the nominee which includes the following information: name, undergraduate major and year degree was obtained; academic honors; graduate education and year(s); number of years teaching experience; subjects taught; schools where employed (name, place, years); honors and recognitions as a teacher; honors and recognitions in science of any present or former students; professional organization memberships and affiliations, papers presented and publications; school activities in science; papers which describe unique or innovative features which indicate the excellence of your physics program. Supporting letters from administrators, colleagues, and students (three maximum) are strongly encouraged. DEADLINE January 20, 2007.

Name of Nominee: _______________________________________________________
School: _________________________________________________________________
School Address: _________________________________________________________
Courses Taught: _________________________________________________________
Comments (attaché additional sheets if needed): ________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Name of Nominator: _______________________________________________________
Address of Nominator: ___________________________________________________
Phone Number of Nominator: _____________________________________________

Mail To: Dr. Larry Croft
P.O.Box 5167
Mississippi State,MS,39762
wlcroft@bellsouth.net